
ANOTHER NOTE ON SIMPLE STABLE POINTS 
IN TOPOLOGICAL LINEAR SPACES 

by EZIO MARCHI * 

1. In our recent paper [2], we established some results concer
ning the simple stable points of games defined on separated, con
vex, compact, real topological linear spaces. We derived these re
sults by using a generalization of a result given by Fan in [1], 

'. which is concerned with the in:tersection of sets with convex sec
tions. 

The object of this note is to prove some existence theorems for 
simple stable points of games given on convex, compact, real 
topological linear spaces, by using the same idea employed by Nikaido
lsoda [3] in order to prove the existence of an equilibrium point. 

There is certain similarity between the results expressed in this 
paper and the respective results obtained by the mentioned techni
que. However, neither the results obtained here include the other, 
nor are included in them. 

2. For our purpose, we need the basic result introduced in 
[3]. Its application will give the principal results. 

THEOREM 1 (Nikaido-Isoda): Let rp be a real function defined: 
on ~ X ~, where ~ is non-empty, coIivex and compact in a real to
pological linear space, such that the following two conditions are
fulfilled : 

(i) For each O'f~, the functiQns rp(O',T) and·.rp(T,T) are con
tinuous in T f ~. 

(ii) For each T£~, the function rp (IT, Tr is concave in 0' f ~. 

* The resea:feh deseribed in this"p!i:perw:j,s:p!i~jally supported by the offieeo 
of Naval Researeh;Contraet. No Monr 1858 (16). 
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Then there exists a point T € ~ such that 

cf> ( T, T) = max cf> (s, T) 
s € ~ 

PROOF: Assume that there is not a point having the property 
just mentioned. 

Then, for each T €~, there is a (J' € ~ such that 

cf> ( T, T) < cf> ((J', T). 

Let 

() (J" = { T € ~: cf> ( T, T) < cf> (0', T) } 

be a set in ~. 
By the continuity of cf> ((J', T) and cf> (T, T) in T € ~ for each (J' € ~ 

-there exists a finite number of 0'1, ... , O'n € ~ such that 

Consider the functions 

pi(T) = max [cf> (O'i,T) 

Therefore by definition 

n 

cf> (T, T), 0] for i = 1, ... , n. 

~ pie T) > 0 for aU T €~. 

Let 

'be a function 

.since ~ is convex. 
The convex hull of(J't, . , ., (J'n in ~ is homeomorphic to a sim

plex in an Euclidean space. Then, the application of Brower's fixed 
point to the function t{I guarantees the existence of a fixed 

point T: 

n 
T 

Pi(~) 
-- fTi 

p(~) 
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From the last conditions we obtain 

cp(;,;) > cp(;,;) 

-which is impossible. Q.E.D. 

3. Let 

r = {l1' ... , In; A 1 , ••• , An } 

~be a n-person game where, for each i ~ N = ll, .. . ,n}, the set l. 
is non-empty, compact, and convex in a real topological lin·ear 
space and the payoff function A is defined on l = X li with 
·values in the real numbers. ieN 

Let 

e(i) S:N - {i} and f(i) = N - (e(i) U {i}) 

-be sets of players for each i ~ N, and consider lR = X l; with 
.R : e(i) or I(i). jeR 

A point -;; ~ l is said to be an em simple stable point of the ga
::me r if, for all i ~ N, 

min A'(ITi' Se(i), ITf(i» 

Se (0) ~ le (0 

= max min Ai (S., Se ('J, ITt (iJ ) • 

Si ~ li Se (0 e~e (i) 

Such a point can easily be characterized by the function 

<1>1 (IT, T) = l Fi(ITi, Tf (iJ), 
ieN 

where, for each iEN, the functionF i is defined by 

Fi (ITi' ITf (i) ) mm Ai (ITi' se (i) ,IT! (iJ ) • 

se (i) Ele (i) 

LEMMA 2: A point IT E l is a em simple stable point of the 
;.game r if and only if 

<1>1 (-;;., IT) mltx <1>1 (s,~) , 
se2l 

PROOF: Let IT ~ l be a em simple stable point of the game r. 
'Then, for each i ~ N, 

max Fi(Si,ITf(i», 

SiEli 
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and therefore, 

<1>1 (0", 0") max <l>l(S, 0"). 
Se~ 

Now, examine the sufficiency. Let ;e ~ be such a point which 
fulfills, for each 'T e:::!., 

<1>1 (0", 0") ? <1>1 ( 'T, 0"). 

Suppose that there is a 'T £ ~ and a non-empty subset I ~ N 
such that, for each i e I, 

FJ;;i, -;;f (i») < Pi ('Ti, CTf (i») • 

Consider the strategy 'T e ~ defined by 

'T .= { .
'Ti if 
O"i if 

id 

ieN-I 

Then the following is satisfied: 

<1>1 C;;:,-;;) < <l>1(7,CT) 

which is absurd. Q.E.D. 
A point 0" £ ~ is said to be an em simple stable point of the ga

me r if, for all ieN, 

max A·i (Si' O"e (i), O"f(i») 

Sie~i 

Introducing for each ieN the function Gi defined by 

Gi(CTe(i),O"f(i») = max A.i(Si, ITe(i) , IT!(i») , 

SiE~i 

then, it is possible to characterize an em simple stable point by the 
function 

as is illustrated in the following: 

LEMMA 3: If for each CT£:::!. there IS a 'T£~ such that for each 

max [-G;(se(o, ITI(i»)] , 

Se (i) e~e (i) 
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Then a PQint a £ ~ is an e'" simple stable point or the game r 
if and Qnly if 

POOF: Let IT£~N be an em simple stable point or the game r. 
'Then, fQr each i€N 

- Gi(ITe(i) , ;;J(.») max [- G i (Se (i), af(O)] • 

Se (.iJ £~e (i) 

TherefQre 

~ - G;(-;;'(i) , --;;fi» 

i€N 
=I~ max [-Gi(Se(i) , IT/CO)]' 

i€N Se(i) £~8[i) 

which implies the validity Qf the equality 

max w~ (s,-;;) . 
s£~ 

Now, cQnsider a point -;;€~ which satisfied 

W2 (u, a) = max w2 (s, IT) , 
s£~ 

;and supPQse that there is a nQn-empty subset I C N such that, for 
,each id, 

-G;(;;e(O,-;!(i» < max [-Gi (S8(il,;;/(i»]. 

Se (i) €~e (i) 

By hYPQthesis, given the PQint IT£S, there exists a point 'r£S 
'such that, fQr each i€N, 

max [-Gi(Se(i) ,--;;)(0)], 
S. (i) €Se (0 

.and therefore, we Qbtain 

Wz (IT, u) < <I>z ('r, IT) which 

'·cQntradicts the hYPQthesis. Q.E.D. 
An inmediate consequence Qf the preceding lemmas is given in 

,the fQllQwing result: 
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COROLLARY 4: If for each u£::s there IS a n::S such that, fOl~ 

all i£N, 

and 

max Fi(Si,Uf(i») 

Si€::Si 

max Gi (Se(i) , Uf(i)) , 

Se (i} €::Se ~i) 

then, a point ~::s is an em and em simple stable point of the game r if 
and only if 

<1>1 (u,u) max <l>l(S, u) 

S £::S 
and 

<l>2(U, u) max <l>2(S, u) 

s£::S 

4. In this section, we will obtain some general theorems which 
are concerned with the existence of simple stable points of n-person 
games. 

These theorems will be obtained as a direct application of the 
above results. 

THEOREM 5: Let r = {::S1, ... , ::Sn; AI, ... , An} be a game,> 
where for each i£N, the set ::Si is convex, compact in a reaL topological 
linear space, such that the following conditions are fulfilled: 

(i) For each iE::S and each UI(i) € ::Sf(i), the function 

F;Ca-i, Uf(i)) is concave inUi € ::S;. 

(ii) For each N and each Ui £ ::Si, the function Fi (u;, Uf 

is continuous in UJ (i) € ::Sf (i). 

(iii) The function 

::s Fi(Ui, uJ(i)) 

i €N 

is continuous in U€::s . 

Then, there exists an em simple stable point of the grame r_ 

POOF: Consider the function 

'::s Fi(Ui,Tf(i)) 

i€N 
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defined on the set ~ x~. For each T f~, the function <1>1 ((J',T) is' 
concave in (J'f~. On the other hand, the function <1>1 (a, (J') is conti
nuous in (J'f~; and for each (J'f~, the function <1>1 ((J', T) is continuous 
in Tf~. 

Then, by direct application of Theorem 1 to the function <1>1, 

the existence of a point ·(J'f~ such that 

is guaranteed. 
By Lemma 2, such a point is an em simple stable point of 

the game~. Q.E.D. 

THEOREM 6: Let r = t ~1' ••• , ~n; A 1 , ••• , An} be a game, where
for each ifN, the set ~1 is convex, compaet in a real topologicaI 
linear space, such that the following conditions are fulfilled: 

(i) For each ifN and fixed (J'f (i) f ~f (iJ, the function 

is convex in (J'e (i) f ~e (i) • 

(ii) Por each ifN and each (J'e(i) € ~e (i) the function 
Gike (ib Uf (i)) is continuous in (J'f (i) f ~f (i). 

(iii) The function 

~ Gi«(J'e(i) , (J'f(i») 
ifN 

IS continuous in (J'f~. 

(iv) For each Uf~ there is a Tf~ such that for each ifN:: 

max [-G,i(Se (i), (J'f(i»)]' 

Se (i) f~e (i) 

Then, there exists an em simple stable point of the game r. 

PROO: Consider the function 

<l>2«(J', T) = ~ G;((J'e(i), Tf(i») 

ifN 

defined an ~ x~. On one hand, for each Tf~, the function <1>2 «(J',T} 

is concave in ·(J'f~; and on the other hand, the function <1>2 «(J', (J') is; 
continuous in (J'f~. Furthermore, for each (J'f~, the ·function <1>2 «(J'; T) 

is continuous in Tf~. 
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Then, Theorem 1 applied to the function <»~ guarentees the 
'{\xistence of a point 0' £ 1 such that 

<»2 (0', IT) 

By Lemma 3, such a point is an em simple stable point of the 
~ame r. Q.E.D. 

THEMEl';[ 7 : Let r = {~l' ... , .1 .. ; A l, ... , Aft} be a game 
where for each i£N the set 1~ is convex, compact in a real topolo
gical linear space, such that the following conditions are fulfilled: 

:and 

(i) For each i€N and each UJ(i) £ 1J(i), the function 
F, CO'" Uf (i» is concave in <Ti £ 1" and the function 
a,(ue(», Uf (i» is' convex in Ue (i) £ 1e (0. 

(ii) For each i£N and every 0', £ 1i and <Te (i) £ 16 (0 the 
functions F,,(Ui,U[(i)} and Gi(U6(i) , Uf(i» £16 (;) arecon-

tinuous in Uf (i) e 1f (i) • 

(iii) The functions 

1 F,(lTi,Ut(O) and 1 G.(ue, ITf (i)) 

i€N i€N 

are continuous in uf1. 

(iv) For each 1T€1 there is a T£1 such that for each kN: 

max Fi(S.~ ITf (i) ) 

Si€1i 

max [-G.(S6(0, ITf(i»)] • 

Se (i) € 16 (i) 

Then, there exists an em and e'" simple stable point of the ga.-

me r. 

PROOF: Again, consider the function 

defined on 1 X 1. The function <» (0', 0') is continuous in <T € 1 since 
the functions <»1 (0',0") and <»2 (0', <T) are continuous in u€1. Mo-
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reover, since the tunctions <Pl (u, '1") and <P2 (u, '1") are continuous in 
TE~ tor each UE~, then the :function <p(u, '1") is continuous in 'l"f~ tor 
each UE~. Finally, tor each 'l"E~, the tunction <p(u, '1") is concave in 
UE~, since it is a sum ot concave tunctions. 

Then, Theorem 1 applied to the tunction <P (u, '1") guarantees the 
existence ot a point ; f ~ such that 

<Pl(U,U) +<P2(U,U) = max [<Pl(S,;)+ <P2(S, u)]. 
SE~ 

By the last condition, there is a ~~ such that 

On the other hand, tor each 'l"E~ 

<Pl ('I", ;) ~ <Pl (-;, -;;:) 

and 

which implies that 

max [<pl(s,-;;:) + <P2(S, ;)] • 
S E ~ 

~- max F.(Si,U!(i,) 
iEN SiE~i 

~ max [-Gi(Se(i), ;/(0)] 
;,fN Se (iJ f~e (iJ 

<Pl(u,u) + <Pa(-;;:,-;;:) = max <Pl(S,U) + max <P2(S,U), 
Sf~ Sf~ 

and theretore 

,and 

<Pl(U, u) = max <.[>2(S, u) . 
Sf~ 

Then, by corollary 4, such a point is an em and em simple stable 
point ot the game r. Q.E.D. 

The above results are the principal ot this paper. We note that 
in [3], since a em simple stable point ot a game l = {~l"'" ~ .. ; 
Al, ... , A .. 1 is an equilibrium point ot the game r = {~l""'~"; 
p\ .. ',' F .. } and conversely. 
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A.n immediate consequence of the last theorem is the following ~ 

COROLLARY 8: Let r = t ~l' ••• , ~n; A l , ••• , An 1 be a game 
that satisfies all the conditions of the last theorem. If for each U(:s. 

and each i(N. 

max Fi(si, u/O ) = min Gi(sc (0 , u/(i») , 
Si(~i Se (0 (~e (i) 

then there exists an em em simple stable point u (~ such that for 
each i (N, 

max F i (Si' uf(i)) 

Si(~i 

min Gi(se (0, -;;./ (il) • 

Se ('0 (~e (il 

Such a point is called an e - simple saddle point of the game r. 
Indeed, there is a kind oCgames for which the additional con

dition in this last corollary can be in some sense weakened. 
In fact, this is possible by using the Sion's minimax theorem 

[1] for games defined on separated, real topological linear spaces. 

[1] 

[2] 

[3] 
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